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By the end of this chapter, you should be able to:

r explain the concept of elasticity

o define elasticity of demand

o define and calculate price elasticity of demand

o illustrate different values of price elasticity of demand using

demand curves

. explain the determinants of price elasticity of demand

o define and calculate cross elasticity of demand

o explain the possible range of values for cross elasticity of demand

e define and calculate income elasticity of demand

. explain the possible range of values for income elasticity of demand

o define elasticity of supply

o define and calculate price elasticity of supply

. illustrate different values of price elasticity of supply using supply cr..rrves

r explain the determinants of price elasticity of supply

o understand some implications of elasticity information for businesses

and governments

. explain a problem for producers of primary commodities due to tre
low price elasticities of demand and supply.

Elasticity is a measure of responsiveness. It measures how much
something changes when there is a change in one of the factors
that determines it. we now look at elasticity in terms of demand
and supply.

Elasticity of demand
Elasticity of demand is a measure oI how much the demand for
a product changes when there is a change in one of the factors
that determine demand. There are three elasticities of demand
to consider:

I price elasticity of demand [PED]
2 cross elasticity of demand [XED]
5 income elasticity of demand [YED].

Price elasticity of demand [PED]

Formula and definition
Price elasticity oI demand is a measure of how much the quantity
demanded of a product changes when there is a change in the price of
the product. It is usually calculated by using the following equation:

Percentage change in quanlity demanded of rhe producr
46 PED :

Percentage change in price of the product
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Take an example. A publishing firm discovers that when they lower
the price of one of their monthly magazines from $5 to $4.50, the
number of magazines that are bought by customers each month rises
from 200,000 to 210,000. with this information, we can calculate the
price elasticily ol demand f(rr lhc mdgarinc in qucslion:

I The price has fallen by 509 {rom an original price of $5, which is a

change of - 10%. This is calculated by the equation

-lYxroo--1oo/".
I t)(,

2 The quantity demanded has increased by l0 000 from an original
demand of 200 000, which is a change of l5 %. This is calculated
by the equation

#ffixroo:r5%.
5 lf we put the two values above into the equation for PED, we get

pED - JX#, which gives a value of - 1.5.

4 The negative value indicates that there is an inverse relationship
between price and the quantity demanded. However, in order to
simplify matters, economists usually ignore the negative value
that comes from the equation and simply give the answer as a

positive figure. Thus, in this case, the PED for the monthly
magazine would be 1.5.

The range of values of price elasticity of demand

The possible range oI values for price elasticity of demand usually
goes from zero to infinity. The two extreme values are theoretical and
the real values lie in between.

If PED is equal to zero, then a change in the price of a product will
have no effect on the quantity demanded at all. The percentage
change in quantity demanded would therelore be zero and so would
the value on the top of the PED equation. Since zero divided by
anything is zero, no matter what the percentage change in price, the
PED value will be zero. A demand curve with a PED value of zero is
shown in Figure 4.I and, in this case, demand is said ttt be perfectly
inelastic-it is completely unresponsive to price changes. Whether
price is Pr, P2, or any other price, the quantity demanded will be Q.

A PED value of infinity is best explained by using a diagram and the
situation is shown in Figure 4.2. In this case, demand is said to be

perfectly elastic. At the price Pr, the demand curve goes on for ever
and so the quantity demanded is inJinite. However, if price is raised

above P', even by the smallest amount. demand will fall to zero, an
infinite change. Because of this, the value on the top of the PED

equation would be infinity. Since infinity divided by anything is

infinity, no matter what the percentage change in price, the PED

value will be infinity.

As stated before, it must be remembered that the extreme values
of PED are simply theoretical and there are no single products that
would possess a PED value of zero or infinity. Normal products
have values of PED between the two and we will now look at
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Quantity demanded of Product

Figure 4.1 A perfectly inelastic demand
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Quantity demanded of Produd

Figure 4.2 A perfectly elastic demand
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those values. The range of values of PED is normally split into
three categories.

1 lnelastic demand: The value of PED is less than one and greater than
zero. If a product has inelastic demand. then a change in the price of
the product leads to a proportionally smaller change in the quantity
demanded of it. This means that if the price is raised, the quantity
demanded will not fall by much in comparison, and so the total
revenue gained by the lirm (the number of units sold x the price ol
the product) will increase. This may be shown by an example.

when the price oI a carton of strawberry yoghurt is raised Irom
$l to $l.20, the firm finds that quantity demanded per week falls
from 12 000 cartons to l0 800 cartons. Thus a 20olo increasc in
price is causing a l07o fall in the quanrity demanded. We can
work out the PED by using the equation:

pFn oo A in Quantity Dcmandcd _!9"o = o s
ozn A in Pricc 20"/o

As we can see, the PED is 0.5, less than one, so the demand for
the yoghurt is inelastic. Before the price increase. the total
revenue gained by the firm was l2 000 x $l : $12 000. After the
increase, the total revenue becomes l0 800 X $1.20 - $12 960.
The firm has increased revenue by raising the price. This is shown
in Figure 4.1.

The "revenue boxes" in the diagram clearly show why a pricc
increase causes an increase in total revenue, when the demand lor
a product is inelastic. In this case, before the price rise, the firm
was getting revenue equal to "revenue box b" * "revenue box c".
After the price increase, the firm loses "revenlle box c", because
quantity demanded falls to l0 800 cartons, but gains "revenue
box a", because the remaining cartons are now sold at $ 1.20 each.

Since "revenue box a" ( l0 800 x 0.20 - $2, 160) is clearly larger
than "revenue box c" (1,200 x $l - $1,200), the firm's total
revenue rises by $960.

Thus, if a firm has inelastic demand for its product and wishes ttl
increase total revenue, it should raise the price of the product.

Student workpoint 4.1
Be a thinker-calculate, illustrate, and explain

A firm producing decorative candles lowers the price of
one of its scented candles from $4 to $3.60 and finds
that the weekly quantity demanded of the candles goes

up from 600 per week to 630.

I Calculate the percentage changes in price and
quantity demanded.

2 Calculate the price elasticity of demand for the
scented candles.

9 10.8 12

Quantity of cartons (000s)

Figure 4.3 The demand fot strawberry

yoghurt

Calculate the change in total revenue that the firm

will experience tollowing the fall in p'ice.

Draw a "revenue box" diagram to illustrate the
effect on quantity demanded and total revenue

foliowing the price change for the scented candle

Was the firm sensible to lower the price of the

scented candles? Explain your answer.

48
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Elastic demand: The value of PED is greater than one and less than
infinity. If a product has elastic demand, then a change in the pricc
of the product leads to a greater than proportionate change in the
quantity demanded of it. This means that if price is raised, the
quantity demanded will fall by more in comparison, and so the
total revenue gained by the firm (the number of units sold x the
price of the product) will {all. This may be shown by an example.

When the price of a hot dog is raised from $2 to $2.10, a hot dog
seller finds that quantity demanded per week falls from 200 hot
dogs to 180 hot dogs. Thus a 5 % increase in pfice is causing a
l0% fall in the quantity demanded. We can work out the PED

by using the equation:

PFD: % A in Quantity Demanded

.:r
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o

3

_ IOok _ ,\

fk -'o% A in Price

As we can see, the PED is 2, greater than I, so the demand for the
hot dog is elastic. Before the price rise, the total revenue gained by
the hot dog seller was 200 x $2 : $400. After the increase, the
total revenue becomes 180 x $2.10 : $378. The seller has caused
a fall in revenue by raising the price. This is shown in Figure 4.4.

The "revenue boxes" in the diagram clearly show why a price
increase causes a decrease in total revenue, when the demand for
a product is elastic. In this case, before the price rise, the hot dog

seller was earning revenue equal to "revenue box b" + "revenue
box c". After the price increase, the hot dog seller loses "revenue
box c", because quantity demanded falls to 180 hot dogs, but gains
"revenue box a", because the remaining hot dogs are now sold at
$2.10 each. Since "revenue box a" (180 x $0.10 : $18) is clearly
smaller than "revenue box c" (20 X $2 : $40), the hot dog seller's

total revenue falls by $22.

Thus, if a firm has elastic demand for its product and wishes to
increase tolal revenue, it should not raise the price of the product.

Student workpoint 4.2
Be a thinker-calculate, illustrate, and explain

A pizzeria lowers the price of its most popular takeaway
pizza, the l\4argherita, from $5 to $4.50 and finds that
the weekly quantrty denranded of the ptzzas goes up
from 60 per week to 72.

I Calculate the percentage changes in price and
quantity demanded.

2 Calculate the price elasticity of demand for

6 180 200

Quantity of hot dots

Figure 4.4 The demand for hot dogs

Calculate the change in total revenue that the
pizzeria will experience following the fall in price.

Draw a "revenue box" diagram to illustrate the
effect on quantity demanded and total revenue

following the price change for the Margherita.

Was the firm sensible to lower the price of the
Nlargherita? Explain your answer

lJnit elastic demand: The value of PED is equal to one. lf a product
has unit elastic demand. then a change in the price of the product
leads to a proportionate, opposite, change in the quantity
demanded of it. This means that if price is raised by a certain 49
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percentage, then the quantity demanded will fall by the same
percentage, and so PED is equal to I and the total revenue gained
by the firm (the number of units sold x the price of the product)
will not change. A curve that has unit elasticity at every poinr is
shown in Figure 4.5. It is known as a rectangular hyperbola.

The rectangular hyperbola is drawn in such a way that price times
quantity at any point is constant. This means that the rotal oi the
"revenue boxes" always have the same area and if the revenue
does not change when price changes, then PED must be unity.
Thus, in Figure 4.5, the two rectangles alb have the same area,
and as the two rectangles a*b is equal to b*c.

A mathematical note about elasticity

It is a common mistake for students to assume that elasticity is a
measure of the slope o{ the demand curve and that the value is
always the same at any point on the curve. This is not the case. For a

straight-line, downward-sloping demand curve, the value of PED falls
as price falls. This is shown in Figure 4.6.

When price falls from $20 to $18, quantity demanded increases from
60 to 80 units. Thus the PED value is:

prD : 9" A,QD - 3l,3oo - -l.lo/. LP 10"/"

The value of PED is 3.1, elastic, when we move from point a to point b.

When price falls from $I0 to $8, quantity demanded increases from
160 to 180 units. Thus the PED value is:

."^_%LQD_t2.5./.PhlJ - o^ Ap 
: :2O% : 0.625

The value of PED is 0.625. inelastic, when we move from point c to
point d.

Thus we can see that the value of PED falls as we move down a

demand curve. It is logical that this should happen. Low-priced
products have a more inelastic demand than high-priced products,
because consumers are less concerned when the price of an
inexpensive product rises than they are when the price of an
expensive product rises.

Determinants of price elasticity of demand
Different products will have different values for PED. For example,
the demand for a restaurant meal may have a PED value of 3, i.e.
it is elastic, whereas the demand for petrol may have a PED value
of 0.4, which is inelastic. what actually determines the value of
PED for a product? There are a number of determinants:

I The number and closeness of substitutes: 'lhe number and closeness
of substitutes that are available is certainly the most important
determinant of PED. It is Iair to say that the more substitutes there
are for a product, the more elastic will be the demand for it. Also,
the closer the substitutes available, the more elastic will be the
demand.
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Quantity of meals

Figure 4.5 A rectangular hyperbola,

where PED = I at every point

Quantity (units)

Figure 4.6 PED values for a normal

demand curye
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For example, there are many different brands of butter available
on the market and so an increase in the price of one brand will
lead to a large number of customers changing their demands to
another brand. Thus the demand for products with lots oI
substitutes, such as brands of household products, types of meat,
and types of lruit, will tend to have elastic demand.

Products with few substitutes, such as oil, will tend to have
relatively inelastic demand, with the demand falling relatively
little as the price goes up.

The necessity ofthe product and how widely the product is defined:Food
is a necessary product. Indeed, if we do not have food, then we
will die, so it is very necessary. Thus we would expect the demand
for food to be very inelastic, which it is. However, if we define
food more narrowly and consider meat, we would expect the
demand to be less inelastic, since there are many alternatives,
such as vegetables. Once again, if we then define meat more
narrowly and consider chicken, beef, lamb, and pork, we could
once again reasonably assume that the demand for each would be
relatively elastic, since the consumer can easily change from one
type of meat to another, if the price of one rises. As the product is

defined even more narrowly, into chicken products and then
identical, but branded, chicken products, demand becomes even
more elastic. This is shown in Figure 4.7.

A*t

FOOD 0
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BRAND A NT,}qqgfS

Figure 4.7 Level of definition 51
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It is worth remembering that for many goods, necessity will
change from consumer to consumet since dilferent people have
different tastes and necessity is often a subjective view.

For example, in Malaysia, chicken is very popular among the
population and so the demand for it is less elastic than it would be

in Italy, where it is not valued as highly.

Necessity may go to extremes when individuals consider products
to be very "necessary", such as habit-forming goods, like
cigarettes, alcohol, or hard drugs. Such products tend to have
inelastic demand.

5 The time period considered: As the price of a product changes, it often
takes time for consumers to change their buying and consumption
habits. PED thus tends to be more inelastic in the short term and
then becomes more elastic, the longer the time period it is
measured over.

For example, when heating oil prices rose sharply in Austria, the
demand for oil that winter changed by a proportionately smaller
amount than the change in price. Demand was relatively very
inelastic, since people did not really have many alternative
products that they could switch to. They still needed heating oil
for their central heating. However. over the next few years, the
demand for heating oil began to fall as people started to change
their heating systems 1() ones that used gas, coal, or wood. The
PED, when measured over a longer time period, was certainly
more elastic.

Price elasticity of demand and taxation

Governments need to be aware of the possible consequences when
they impose indirect taxes, such as sales taxes, on products. If a

government puts a tax on a product, then its price will usually rise.
(This is dealt with in more detail in Chapter 5.) This means that the
quantity demanded of the product in question is likely to fall and this
will have consequences for ernployment in the industry concerned.
If the demand for the product is very elastic, then a price increase

as a result of the imposition of a tax on the product will lead to a

relatively large fall in the demand for the product. This means that
the demand for production workers in the industry is likely to fall
significantly, increasing unemployment in the economy.

Student WorkPoint 4.4
Be a thinker-calculate, consider, and explain

Estimates based on studies of ihe US poPulation

suggest that a lOo/o increase in the price of cigarettes

would reduce overall consumption by adults by 30/o

to 5ol0. The same 1Oo/o increase would reduce the
consumption by youths by l3ol0.

Stadent workpoint t "t
Be a thinker-identify and
explain

For each of the following pairs

of goods, identify the one that
you would expect to have the
higher price elasticity of
demand and explain your

choice by referring to at least

one of the determinants of
elasticity.

I Heineken Beer

beer

2 A prescrlption Atablet

tablet to to reduce

reduce blood headache

pressure pain

3 Milk

Calculate the price elasticity of demand for
cigarettes among US adults and among US youths.

Suggest possible reasons for the different
magnitude of elasticity between the Mo Sroups.

Explain two possible reasons why a government

would place a tax on cigarettes.

0ran8e
juice
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Since govcrnments are rx)t usrtaily kecn 1o incrcase unempktyrncnt,
they normally placc taxcs on products where denrand is relatively
inelastic, so that tl.rc dcrnand Ior thc product will not fall by a

signif icant amounl, and will thr.rs not lcad to high unemployr.nent.

Cross elasticity of demand (XED)

Formula and definition

Cross clasticity of deurand is a measute ol how much the demand for
a product changes whcn thcrc is a change in the price of another
product. lt is usrrally calculatcd by using thc cquation below:

Percentagc chrngc in quantity tlemanded of product X  trt' p,..rcr.ntagcffi
For exarnple, the owncrs ol a pizza stand find that wherl thcir
cornpctitor, a hamburgcr stand, lowers the price of a burgcr Irom $2
1o $ I .E0, the nurnber ol pizza slices that they sell each wcck [alls
from 400 to 180, because of thc lowcr priccd trurgcr. with this
inlormation, rryc can calcrLlale the cross elasticitv of demand 1or thc
pizza sliccs from the stand.

I Tl.rc pricc of the cornpetitor's trurgcrs has fallen by 20c lrom an
original pricc ol $2, which is a change of l0%. This is calculated
by rhe cquation

.?9^roo: r0,%.
2U()

2 The quanlily dcmanded of the pizza slices has lalJen hy 20 lrorn
an original dcmand of 400, which is a change o1 -57.. This is

calculated by thc cq uatiott

,?9 ^ roo: sy,,.40t,

3 If wc prLl the two values above into the equation lor XED,

-s"/^*. gcr -ff. rr hir lt gir t ' a vrlttc , r[ -0.5.

The range of values for cross elasticity of demand

XED explains the rclationship between products.
Unlike price elasticity ol deuand, where the vast
rlajority oI products have a positive value for PED,

the valuc ol XED nray be positive or negative and the
sign is impo ant. since iI tetls us what the
rt'lationship betwcen the two goods in question is.

It the value ol XED is posilivc, thcn thc two goods in
qucstion may bc said to be subslitules for each other.
Products thal arc very close substilutcs will have a

higher positive value than products that are r)ot so

closc. Two types ol margarine may bc vcry closc
substitutes in thc view ol consnrnets and so a rise itt
the price ol one will lead to a significanr fall in tlte
dcnand for it and a large incrcasc ir thc denrand lor
the compctitor's marfiarine. Thus there would bt'a
high positivc value 1or XED.

3

F l_
--f,"1:
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If the value of XED is negative, then the two goods in question may
be said to be complements for each other. Products that are very close
complements will have a lower negative value than products that are
not so close. A computer gaming machine and the games that are
played on it may be very close complements for consumers. A rise in
th€ pdce of the gaming machine may lead ro a significant fall in the
quantity demanded oI it and so a large fall in the demand for the
games. Thus there would be a strong negative value for XED.

Some products, such as matchsticks and houses. are not connected.
Thus an increase in the price of matchsticks would have no effect
on the demand for housing and so the value of XED for the two
products would be zero. We say that the two goods are unrelated.

Firms need to be aware of the XED for the products that they
produce. It is essential that firms are aware of the possible impact on
the demand for their products that may arise il there is a change in
the price of a close rival's products. In the same way, they need to be

aware of the impact of any change in price that they make on the
demand for their close rival's products.

In addition, firms that produce complementary products, such as

power tools and accessories, need to be aware of the effect that any
price change they make on one product mighr have on the demand
for complementary products that they also produce.

XED VaIue Negatve

Relationship Cose
cornplements

Remote
Complements

Unrelated Remote close
Substitutes

Figure 4.8 XED values and the stren$h o{ the relationship bet\r'r'een Products

Student workpoint 4.5
Be a thinker-calculate and explain
"Light-Bites'i a sandwich shop, finds that when its rival, "Super-Snack",

reduces the price o{ its chicken wraps from $5 to $4.60, the demand for
"Light-Bites" sandwiches falls from 400 sandwiches a week to 340
sandwiches a week. ln addition, "Super-Snack" finds that following the fall

in price of their chicken wraps, the demand for soft drinls rises from 600
cans to 630 cans per week.

I calculate the cross elasticity of demand betn/een "Light-Bite'

sandwiches and "Super-Snack" chicken wraps.

2 Explain the relationship above in terms of cross elasticity of demand.

5 Calculate the cross elasticity of demand bet\.^/een "SuPer-Snack"

sandwiches and the "Super-Snack" soft drinks.

4 Explain the relationship above in terms of cross elasticity of demand.
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lncome elasticity of demand (YED)

Formula and definition
Income elasticity of demand is a measure of how much the demand
for a product changes when there is a change in the consumer's
income . It is usually calculated by using the equation below:

YED : Percentage change in quantity demanded of the product
Percenlage changc in incumc of the consumer

Take an example. A person has an increase in annual income from
$60,000 per year to $66,000. She then increases her annual spending
on holidays from $2,500 to $3,000. With this information, we can
calculate her income elasdcity of demand for holidays.

I Her income has risen by $6,000 from an original income of
$60,000, which is a change of +l0ol.. This is calculated by
the equation

+6.OO0

- 

X lutJ - + tu"/o.
6tJ OOU

2 The quantity demanded of holidays has increased by $500 from an
original demand of $2,500, which is a change of +20%. This is
calculated by the equation

i99xroo--t2ook.
2.>Ut)

5 If we put the two values above into the equation for PED,

we ger m, which gives a value of *2.

The range of values for income elasticity of demand

Like XED, the sign obtained from the equation is important. In this
case, the sign of YED tells us whether the product we are looking at is
a normal good or an inferior good. Remember that the demand lor a

normal good rises as income rises and the demand lor an inferior
good falls as income rises.

For normal goods, the value of YED is positive, i.e. the demand increases

as income increases. If the percentage increase in quantity demanded is

less than the percentage increase in income, then a YED value between
zero and one is obtained and the demand is said to be income-inelastic.
If the percentage increase in quantity demanded is greater than the
percentage increase in income, then a YED value greater than one is

obtained and the demand is said to be income-elastic.

Necessity goods are products that have low income elasticity. The

demand for them will change very little if income rises. For example,

the demand for bread does not increase significantly as income rises,

because people feel that they already have enough bread and so will
not increase consumption.

Superior goods are products that have high income elasticity. The
demand for them changes significantly if income rises. As people

have more income and have satisfied their needs, they begin to
purchase products that are wants, i.e. non-essential, in greater

number. For example, the demand for holidays in loreign countries
is likely to be income-elastic.

=
o
o
3.
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For inferior goods, the value of YED is negative, because the demand
decreases as income increases. People start to switch their
expenditure from the inferior goods that they had been buying to
superior goods, which they can now afford. For example, the demand
Ior inexpensive jeans falls as income rises because people switch to
buying branded jeans.

An Engel Curve shows the relationship between income and the
demand for a product over time. It is named after Ernst Engel, a

nineteenth-century German economist. Such a curve is shown in
Figure 4.9. We can see that as the income in a country rises over
time, the demand for potatoes may increase, then become constant,
and then begin to fall as people begin to buy superior products
instead, such as pasta.

Student workpoint 4.6
Be a thinker-calculate and explain

A consumer had an increase in income, following a salary rise, from
$80,000 per year to $ 100 000 per year. ln the following yeal her
expenditure on holidays increased from $8,000 to $ 10 0oo, her
expenditure on gym membership remained the same, and her

expenditure on locally produced clothes fell from $2,000 to $ 1 ,500.

1 Calculate her income elasticity of demand for holidays.

2 Explain what the value of her income elasticity of demand for
holidays means.

3 Calculate her income elasticity of demand for gym membership.

4 Explain what the value of her income elasticity of demand for gym
membership means.

5 Calculate her income elasticity of demand for locally produced

clothes.

Explain what the value of her income elasticity of demand for locally
produced clothes means.

E

dE

o

I

0

Figure 4.9 An Engel Curve showing the

relationship between income and the
demand for potatoes

Elasticity of supply
Price elasticity of supply (PES)

Formula and definition
Price elasricity of supply is a measure of how much the supply of a

product changes when there is a change in the price of the product.
It is usually calculated by using the equation below.

PES: Percentage change in quantity supplied oI the product
Percentage change in price of the product

For example, a publishing firm realises that they can now sell their
monthly magazine for $ 5.50 instead of $5.00. In light of this, they
increase their supply lrom 200 000 to 230 000 magazines per month.
with this information, we can calculate the price elasticity ol supply
for the magazine in question.

lncome
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The price has risen by 50e from an original price of $ 5, which is a

change of + l0%. This is calculated by the equation

4 x too: tov".
) tru

The quantity supplied has increased by 30,000 from an original
supply of 200,000, which is a change of l5 %. This is calculated by
the equation

#ffi x 1oo: r5%.

5 If we put the two values above into the equation for PES,
150/"wc get ffi. ra hich gives a value of I .5.

4 The value of PES will almost always be positive.

The range of values of price elasticity of supply
The possible range of values for price elasticity of supply usually goes

Jrom zero to infinity. Unlike PED, we will come across examples of
both extreme values as we continue our study of economics.

If PES is equal to zero, then a change in the price of a product will
have no effect on the quantity supplied at all. Thus the percentage
change in quantity supplied would be zero and so would the value
on the top of the PES equation. Since zero divided by anything is

zero, no matter what the percentage change in price, the PES value
will be zero. A supply curve with a value of zero is shown in Figure
4. l0 and, in this case, supply is said to be perfectly inelastic-it is

completely unresponsive to price changes. whether price is Pr, P2, or
any other price, the quantity supplied will be Q.

In the very short run, sometimes known as the immediate time
period, it is impossible for firms to increase their supply straight away,
no matter what happens to price, and so the supply curve would look
like the one in Figure 4.10, until new lactors of production could be

employed. Thus a perlectly inelastic supply curve is a possibility.

A PES value of infinity is best explained by using a diagram and the
situation is shown in Figure 4.I I. In this case, supply is said to be

perfectly elastic. At the price Pr, the supply curve goes on forever and
so the quantity supplied is infinite. However, if price falls below Pr,

even by the smallest amount, supply will fall to zero. an infinite
change. Because of this, the value on the top of the PES equation
would be inlinity. Since inlinity divided by anything is infinity, no
matter what the percentage change in price, the PES value will be

infinity.

In international trade, it is often assumed that the supply of
commodities, such as wheat, available to a country lor import is
infinite. The consumers in the country can have all that they want as

long as they are prepared to pay the current world market price. Thus
the market in the country will have a "world supply" curve that is
perfectly elastic at the current world market price. (We will deal with
this in more detail in Chapter 22.)

o

3

OQ
Quantity supplied of product

Figure 4.10 A perfectly inelastic

supply curve

0
Quantity supplied of product

Figure 4.1I A perfedly elastic

supply curve
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Normal products have values between zero and infinity and we will
now look at those values. The range of values of PES is normally split
into three categories:

1 Inelastic supply: The value ol PES is less than one and greater than
zero. If a product has inelastic supply, then a change in the price oI
the product leads to a less than proportionate change in the
quantity supplied of it, and so the value of PES is greater than zero
and less than one.

2 Elastic supply:The value of PES is greater than one and less than
infinity. lf a product has elastic supply, then a change in the price
of the product leads to a greater than proportionate change in the
quantity supplied of it, and so the value of PES is greater than one
and less than infinity.

5 Unit elastic supply; The vah,re of PES is equal to one. If a product has

unit elastic supply, then a change in the price of the product leads

to a proportionate change in the quantity supplied of it and so the
ralue oI PES is cqual to onc.

Examples of supply curves with diflerent values oJ PES are shown in
Figure 4.12.

In Figure 4.12, cunes S, and S, have a PES value of one along their
entire length. This is because the percentage change in price is

always equal to the percenlage change in quantity supplied. For
mathematical reasons, it is correct to say that any straight-line supply
curve, passing through the origin, has an elasticity of supply of one.

Curve S3 has a PES value of less than one akrng its entire length. This
is because the percentage change in price is always greater than the
percentage change in quantity supplied. For mathematical rea:ons, it
is correct to say that any straight-line supply curve starting from the
x-axis has a PES value less tharr onc.

Curve Sn has a PES value oI greater than one along its entire length.
This is because the percentage change in quantity supplied is always
greater than the percentage change in price. For mathematical
reasons, it is correct to say that any straight-line supply curve starting
from the y-axis has a PES value greater than one.

Determinants of price elasticity of supply

Different products will have different values for PES. For example,
the supply of cans of a soft drink may have a PES value o{ 2, i.e. the
supply is elastic, whereas the supply of electricity may have a PES

value of 0.5, which is inelastic. What actually determines the value of
PES for a product? There are a number of determinants:

1 H|w much costs rise as output is increased: Il total costs rise significantly
as a producer attempts to increase supply then it is likely that the
producer will not raise the supply and so the elasticity of supply for
the product will be relatively inelastic. It would take large price
rises to make increasing the supply worthwhile.

Il, however, total costs do not rise significantly then the producer
will raise the quantity supplied and take advantage of the low
increase in costs to beneJit from the higher prices, thus making

0
Quantity supplied

Figure 4.12 Supply curves with different
values of PES

Student workpoint 47
Be a thinker-illustrate,
explain, and calculate

A firm producing stuffed toys

experiences an increase in the
demand for its main product, a

cuddly dog, because of an

increase in its popularity. The

price of the toy rises from $15

to $18. ln response, the firm

increases its output of the toy
from 5,ooo per week to 5,500
per week.

I Using a demand and
supply diagram, explain

why the price of the toy
dog has increased.

2 Calculate the elasticity o{

supply for the toy dog.
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more profits. Total costs will nor rise significantly if the costs of
factor inputs do no1 increase quickly as the firm uses morc oI them.

There are a number of factors thal assist in preventing a signilicant
rise in costs, such as:

a) The existence of unrrsed capacity

If a firm has a lot of unused capacity, i.e. il ir has significant
productive resources that are not being fully used, then it will
be able to increase outplrt easily and wilhor-lt great cost
increascs. In this case thc clasticity ol supply for thc product
will bc rclatively high.

I{ a firm is producing at capacity then it is dilficult to ir.tcrease
supply without a significant incrcasc in produclive resources,
which will be expensive. It is therefore unlikely that thc firm
will increase supply. PES will be relatively inelastic.

b) The mobility of factors of production

If factors of producLion are easily moved from one productive use
to another then PES will be rclatively elastic. For example, if it is
easy to shift production from manufacturing one litre plastic
bottles to manufacturing two litre plastic botlles, when the price
of two litre bottles goes up, then the extra cost of switching to thc
larger bottles will not be great and the changc will take place.

The time period considered: The amount oT time ove r which PES is

measured will affect its value. In general terms the longer the time
period considered the more elastic the supply wiJl be.

In the immediate time period firms are not really able to increase
their supply very much. if at all, if price incrcascs, since they
cannot immediately increase the number of factors of production
that they employ. The value of PES will be very inelastic.

In the short run firms may be able to increase the quanlity ol some
of the factors that they employ, such as raw materials and labour,
but they may not bc able to increase all of their factors, such as the
number of machines that they usr: or the size of their factory. The
value of PES will be more elastic than the immediate time period.

In the long run firms may be able to incrcasc thc quantity of all of
the factors that they employ and so the value of PES will be much
more elastic. We will look at time periods and protluclion il rnuch
more detail in Chapter 6.

The ability to store stlck: Il a firm is able to store high levels ol stock
(inventories) of their producl, then they will be able to react to
price increases with swiTt supply increases and so the PES for the
produtt will be rclatircll cla:tic.

Primary commodities
Price elasticity of demand for commodities
Commodities (or primary commodities) is another word for raw
materials, such as cotton or coffee. Such proclucts tend to have
inelastic demand as they are necessities to the consumers who br,ry

=

l
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them and they have few or no substitutes. we must remember that
the consumers of primary commodities tend to be manufacturing
industries which process the raw material into finished products. For
example, if there is an increase in the price oI green coffee (raw

coffee beans), then the coffee processing companies who buy the
green coffee to make instant coffee for consumers have little choice

but to continue buying the coffee, and thus the quantity demanded

will fall by a proportionately smaller amount. Similarly, if there were

to be a decrease in the price of green coffee the processing companics

would not want proportionately more coffee as their production
hrgets would already have been set and they have no use lor further
inputs, regardless o{ the price.

On the other hand. demand for manufactured goods tends to be more

elastic as there are many more substitutes available to consumers.

Price elasticity of supply for commodities
Commodities tend to have inelastic supply as a change in price

cannot lead to a proportionately large increase in quantity supplied.

For example, if there were to be an increase in the demand for cocoa.

and therelore an increase in the price of cocoa, producers would be

unable to respond with a proportionate increase in the quantity as it
takes time to grow the cocoa and/or it takes time to re-allocate
resources to the production of cocoa. Similarly, if there were to be a

fall in the price of cocoa then the quantity supplied would not adjust

accordingly as the cocoa crop might already have been harvested

On the other hand, the supply of manufactured goods tends to be

more elastic as it is easier to increase or decrease quantity supplied in
response to a change in Price.

The combination of relatively inelastic demand and inelastic supply
for commodities means that any changes in the demand or supply of

a commodity will result in large swings in prices. Take a look at the

article on copper prices in Chapter 3. According to the text the lrice
of copper in April 2010 was around $8,000 per tonne, which was the

highest price since August 2008. The previous year the price had

reached a low of $3,000 per tonne. Thus, within two years, there
were fluctuations in price (up or down) of more than I50%. Part of
the reason for the large fluctualions lies in the low elasticities of
supply and demand. In the case oJ an industrial commodity srrch as

copper the supply is inelastic due to the high costs and time involved
in changing supply when price changes

As you can see in Figure 4.13, a change in demand will result in

changing prices for copper. In the case of copper and the article in
Chapter I the increase in demand, largely due to demand from
China. resuhed in a shift in demand from D1 to D2. The resulting

change in price of $5,000 per tonne in one year is very large. But,

as the article implies, what goes up also comes down! For copper

producers the upswings in price might be very good in terms of
generating large revenue gains but the same producers are very
vulnerable to the inevitable downswings in prices. The volatility of
commodity prices and the vulnerability of commodity producers is a

topic that we shall return to later in the companion.

0

Quantity of coppet (thousands of tonnes)

Figure 4.13 The market for coPPer
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Assessment odvice: asing the ldnguoge of economics

Whenever you are discussing any type of elasticity in an examination question,
you must try to be very precise with language. Elasticity measures the
responsiveness of change, and it is the percentage change or proportionate

change that is significant. Never say that a small change in price (or income)
causes a large change in the quantity. Be specific-say that a given price change
causes a proportionately smaller (or proportionately larger) change in quantity.

Or say that a given percentage change in price leads to a smaller (or larger)

percentage change in quantity. Or you could give values. For example, say that a

100/o increase in price leads to a change in quantity that is greater (or less) than
100/0. The adjectives "small" and "big" are just too imprecise.

d

o
o
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
Paper l, part (a) questions
'l With the help o{ examples, explain the determinants of

price elasticity of demand.

2 A businessperson wants to increase her revenues. Using

appropriate diaSrams, explain why knowledge of price

elasticity of demand would be useful.

5 With the help of examples, explain the concept of
cross elasticity of demand.

4 With the help of examples, explain the determinants of
price elasticity of supply.

5 Using income elasticity of demand, explain the difference
between normal, necessity, and inferior goods.

Paper l, essay question

I a Explain the concept of elasticity of demand.

b Discuss why it may be important for a firm to have a

knowledge of price elasticity of demand.

[10 morks]

Il o morks]

[1O morks]

[1O morks]

[t O norks]

[1 0 norks]

[1 5 norks]

lttttltt(t
Haadline: ?haxnaLouiiLa\ giant ?alzdol miojudgos it5 market bl

raising thr pri.e 0n its best-selllng hozAacho ro\ioI tab\et.

economics concopl: ?OD, sub6titule goods, XED.

Diagram: Revenuo bor diagram.

Hint: $lhai d0 tou thirlK ?aladol war assuming aboul the elastiritl of

demand {or it5 tab\oi? $iho mighi gain {rom thi6 d?cision?

", .*-- ,J|- r-a! ,- , ir t -. -?. -ll.- )' ..)

Assessment odvice: essoy questions

The first examination paper you will write in your final lB Diploma Programme

economics exam will be the essay paper, Paper L You will find more information

about this paper in Chapter 34, but we introduce you to the toPic here. PaPer I

consists of tu/o sections and you will write two essays in total. Section A will be
based predominantly on microeconomic theory and section B will be based

predominantly on macroeconomic theory Each question has a part (a), worth
6l
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I O marks, and a part (b) worth l5 marks. You will have 90 minutes for this
paper so the assumption is that you will take 45 minutes for your
microeconomics essay and 45 minutes for your macroeconomics essay.

ln part (a) you will be expected to define key terms, provide examples and

illustrate the theory with an appropriate diagram. Remember to use the diagram

in your answer. Don't just stick it on at the end!

Part (b) invites you to use the skill of evaluation, which essentially means

making reasoned evaluation including " evaluate" , " discuss" , " to what extent" ,

" mmpare" , " contrest" , " compare and contrdst" , " examine" and "justify" . Evaluation

is a higher order skill and one that you will practice a great deal. lt is a process

that involves the careful consideration of a topic or issue with a view to forming

a balanced conclusion.

It is important to note that while an essay question might be based on
microeconomic theory it will inevitably bring in other sections of the syllabus.

For example, consider the essay question "Evaluate the significance of low
elasticities of demand and supply of primary commodities for producers of such

goods". While this question used the core theory of elasticities, which is a

microeconomics concept, it is also concerned with the effect on Primary
commodity producers.

For the question given above, where you are asked to discuss why it may be
important for a firm to have a knowledge of price elasticity of demand, you

would have to justify your explanation with the development of appropriate

theory. An expression such as "The most important rcason why a firw would wish

to have knowledge of price elasticity of demand is...because .. . " would be

appropriate, This would show that you have come to a reasoned decision and

then offered an explanation using economic theory
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